Pavement Marking General Notes:

The following notes shall appear on all pavement marking plans and are included here for the user's reference.

1. All equipment, materials and construction shall be in strict adherence to the current manual of uniform traffic control devices and the specified materials, the supplementary specifications and the approved plans. All pavement markings shall be installed in compliance with the latest edition of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices and the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) Florida Standard Specifications, traffic control plans, and applicable regulations.

2. The pavement marking contractor shall contact the FDOT Division of Traffic Engineering at least two (2) working days in advance of pavement marking layout and installation to schedule inspection and approval of the pavement marking. pavement marking shop signs are subject to review and approval. The contractor is responsible for any required traffic control device placement or work not in accordance with these guidelines during construction.

3. Upon approval of the pavement marking layout, the FDOT Division of Traffic Engineering will issue written authorization to the contractor to proceed with installing all pavement markings and associated reflective pavement markings.

4. The permanent pavement markings may be modified as directed and approved by the County Engineer or their designee.

5. The design speed for the road is..... mph. The design vehicle is...... The posted speed limit is..... mph.

6. All lane dimensions are measured from the centerline of lane line at the center point of double line or edge of pavement unless otherwise noted.

7. The permanent pavement markings are schematic only. The contractor shall follow all dimensions, applicable material, and specified FDOT standard specifications when installing pavement markings. Schematic, lane, and markers.

8. Painted lane striping shall be in 3 to 5 equal parts. Water-based enamel paint shall be used on the final pavement surface with a minimum of 100 gallons of enamel paint per 1,000 square feet with a minimum of 100 gallons of enamel paint per 1,000 square feet. Painted lane striping shall be installed within five (5) working days of the final pavement surface being completed.

9. Painted symbols and legends shall be applied at the same time as the painted striping. The exception of lane symbols and signs shall occur as shown within these plans.

10. The final longitudinal striping shall be 30 feet, 1000 square feet. Each horizontal striping placed shall be at a minimum 10 inches of enamel paint. These horizontal striping shall be placed within 10 feet of the centerline of the final pavement surface being completed. All previously erected lane markers shall be applied during the final longitudinal striping.

11. All final transverse striping, including symbols and legends, shall be to the 30 feet, 1000 square feet, long striping. Each horizontal striping placed shall be at a minimum 10 inches of enamel paint. These horizontal striping shall be placed within 10 feet of the centerline of the final pavement surface being completed. All previously erected lane markers shall be applied during the final longitudinal striping.

12. The contractor shall be responsible for the layout and installation of pavement markings on the final pavement surface. The layout shall be in accordance with the approved plans. The contractor shall be responsible for the correct direction of travel and the correct installation of traffic control devices that have been set to 100 feet of street in curve sections and 200 feet in straight sections where the pavement marking plan is correct.

13. It is the contractor's responsibility to ensure that the final pavement surface is placed so that the construction vehicle is no more than the 10 feet offset from the final striping.